Utilizing Zoom Meeting/Webinar for Classes/Meetings/Presentations with Sign Language Interpreters or with ASL Speakers

For Zoom Meetings:
1. Ideally, you should use a desktop computer or laptop with a webcam and strong internet connection. Your phone or iPad/tablet will work too but may not have all the same functions that are available on a computer or laptop.
2. Click on the Zoom URL the meeting host posted or emailed.
3. Initially, you may see yourself and others on screen. In the upper right corner, there is a button for "speaker view" or "gallery view;" ensure you're in "gallery view." Familiarize yourself with the Zoom functions and their locations on your screen.
4. Turn off autofocus on your webcam (strongly encouraged when using ASL or interpreters).
5. Test your audio if you plan to listen to the interpreters. If you plan to sign any questions/comments, or if you're just watching and not commenting, you can mute your microphone, as others don't need to hear you. If you plan to speak your comments, you will need your microphone on. Be sure to mute your microphone again after commenting.
6. When the host is speaking, it is not necessary for the host to see all participants on screen. You will see a button in the bottom left side of the Zoom toolbar that says "stop video." To the right of that button, there is an arrow pointing up. Click on that arrow, click on Video Settings, and find the control that says "Hide non-video participants." Click on that box and close that window. While listening to the speaker, you can click the "stop video" button of the Zoom taskbar. You will disappear from the screen. When you want to comment, you will need to click that same button--"start video"--so we can see you before you comment. This is ideal so we can clearly see who is speaking instead of seeing all 20-something tiny video boxes of each participant. It is very difficult to see and understand sign language in a tiny video box.
7. With this process, the interpreter and the speaker, and perhaps a student and team interpreter when a student has a question or comment, are the only people on screen at a time, in equal size boxes so they are easier to see.
8. When it's time for the interpreter to switch with their team, the "off" interpreter simply starts their video, appears on screen, and the "on" interpreter can finish their interpretation then stop their video.
9. This process is better than using "spotlight" or "pin video," as the host doesn't need to select who's video to spotlight/pin every time. Each participant can click "start video" when they have a comment and then "stop video" afterwards.

For Zoom Webinars:
1. The webinar host must assign the interpreter/s as "panelists." This allows the interpreter/s to "start video" and be visible on screen while the webinar host is sharing their screen or PowerPoint.
2. When it's time for the interpreter to switch with their team, the "off" interpreter simply starts their video, appears on screen, and the "on" interpreter can finish their interpretation then stop video.
3. Webinars don't allow participants to start their own video, so any questions or comments from Deaf participants tend to be typed in the chat box.
4. Participants have the ability to enlarge the window showing the interpreter to their preferred size for easy viewing.